COACH/TOUR GROUP
LIGHT LUNCHES AND AFTERNOON TEAS
We welcome coaches with prior arrangement and Bradford on Avon makes a perfect coach stop,
The Swan is located in the centre of town within easy walking distance of the Saxon Church, The
Chapel on the Bridge and a wide range of interesting independent shops.
For a lighter and quicker lunch why not select our soup and sandwich option, we will serve the
(pre-agreed) soup to each guest, we usually offer a Tomato Soup or Vegetable Soup and then we
will either have platters of sandwiches on a mini buffet or our team will offer them around.
Soup & Sandwich
£7.95 per person
Vegetarian based soup with a selection of sandwiches including Tuna mayonnaise, Ham and
mustard mayo, Cheese and Pickle and Egg Mayonnaise on a selection of white and brown bread
(allowing for one round per person)
Our afternoon Tea selection
Cream Tea, served with cream and strawberry Jam and a choice of tea or coffee
(1 scone)
£4.50 per person
(2 scones)
£5.00 per person
Full Afternoon Tea
£9.95 per person
Selection of mini sandwiches, scones with jam and cream, Belgian mini pastries and tea or coffee
Simple Coffee break
We can also accommodate short breaks if required and we offer a choice of Tea or coffee with a
selection of biscuits at £2.00 per person.
Parties on the above menus should be pre-booked in advance and final numbers with payments
will be due one week prior to the arrival of the group.
On all the above we offer Driver and Guide FOC
We have a wide range of other options available including two and three course lunches,
carveries and Thai menus from our Thai restaurant, please contact us to discuss other options
available.

The Swan Hotel, 1 Church Street, Bradford on Avon, Wiltshire BA15 1LN
T: 01225 86 86 86
e: stay@theswanbradford.co.uk
w: www.theswanbradford.co.uk

